Abstract Understanding and analyzing fish behaviour is a fundamental task for biologists that study marine ecosystems because the changes in animal behaviour reflect environmental conditions such as pollution and climate change. To support investigators in addressing these complex questions, underwater cameras have been recently used. They can continuously monitor marine life while having almost no influence on the environment under observation, which is not the case with observations made by divers for instance. However, the huge quantity of recorded data make the manual video analysis practically impossible. Thus machine vision approaches are needed to distill the information to be investigated. In this paper, we propose an automatic event detection system able to identify solitary and pairing behaviours of the most common fish species of the Taiwanese coral reef. More specifically, the proposed system employs robust low-level processing modules for fish detection, tracking and recognition that extract the raw data used in the event detection process. Then each fish trajectory is modeled and classified using hidden Markov models. The events of interest are detected by integrating end-user rules, specified through an ad hoc user interface, and the analysis of fish trajectories. The system was tested on 499 events of interest, divided into solitary and pairing events for each fish species. It achieved an average accuracy of 0.105, expressed in terms of normalized detection cost. The obtained results are promising, especially given the difficulties occurring in underwater environments. And moreover, it allows marine biologists to speed up the behaviour analysis process, and to reliably carry on their investigations.
Introduction
The continuous progress in digital cameras and information storage capacities, with consequent cost reduction, led to an exponential proliferation of video-surveillance applications, specifically developed for investigating events and behaviours in human-centered applications [1] [2] [3] . This explosion also generated new possibilities for investigating diverse domains, such as fauna monitoring, through the use of embedded cameras which have low impact and low interference with the natural environment [4] [5] [6] . In fact, nonintrusive visual observation plays a crucial role for researchers in domains such as ecology that address complex questions about natural environments and about the behaviours and interactions of their living organisms.
An interesting example is the EcoGrid project 1 which collected many terabytes of videos with the aim of monitoring forest animals and fish living in Taiwan. And other examples can be found with cameras filming animals such as bird nests, wolves, or foxes.
However, it is unrealistic to assume people can fully investigate all the generated videos, because it requires a lot of time and concentration while being error prone. Therefore, machine vision techniques are highly envisioned for automatically mining such data. The Fish4Knowledge project 2 contributes to this direction. It develops video processing tools to support marine biologists that study fish populations of the coral reefs of Taiwan's shores.
Marine biologists are mainly interested in specific or unusual behaviours, such as migration, preying, schooling, or mating. Their analysis of the changes in behaviour patterns, and of the behaviour characteristics of different species, allows them to detect and study the environmental conditions, such as pollution and climate change [7, 8] .
To address their needs, we propose here an automatic event detection system. It is able to recognize specific fish behavioural events by detecting fish activities and fish interactions in the videos collected for the Fish4Knowledge project. More specifically, the events of interest are identified by integrating user-defined rules with the analysis of fish behaviours modeled using hidden Markov models. Although in the literature there exist many approaches for event detection (as reviewed in the next section), they are mainly tailored for different usages in domains ranging from sport to airport monitoring for security purposes. To our knowledge, our proposed system is one of the first approaches addressing behavioural event detection for the underwater domain. A previous attempt was proposed by Spampinato et al. [9] but it aimed at detecting environmental events (e.g. typhoons and storms), and at investigating how fish behaviour changes when such events occur.
In addition to the event detection system, we propose an intelligent user interface (UI) that supports and speeds up the ground-truth annotation process. The Fish4Knowledge video repository contains over 500,000 videoclips that are 10 min long. It is practically impossible to manually analyze this amount of videos for selecting the video excerpts needed for the training of the machine vision classifiers and for the performance evaluation. The UI supports the definition of rules that allow the retrieval of potentially relevant video excerpts. 1 http://ecogrid.nchc.org.tw/.
2 www.fish4knowledge.eu.
User can select and label these excerpts, and use them as the ground-truth for event detection. The user-defined rules target co-occurrence of fish, since biologists are mostly interested in detecting activities involving solitary fish and pairs of fish.
The main contributions of our paper to the discussion on event detection in video-surveillance are the following:
-First, we evaluate the applicability of object detection, recognition and trajectory modeling approaches on noisy environments affected by low video quality (e.g., due to limit in network bandwidth), background sudden changes (e.g., sudden light changes due to the gleaming of the sun on the water), massive presence of background objects (e.g. plants, corals). -Second, we propose a motion-based event detection system which exploits trajectories extracted in a complex real-life use case. Indeed, our videos are more cluttered and denser than the ones usually tackled in human videosurveillance systems. Moreover, fish movement is more complex than human's, since fish are featured by nonrigid and erratic motion. Finally, we encounter partial or total overlapping of fish due to the unconstrained motion in three dimensions. -Finally, we propose a UI for video labeling that supports users in the complex task of collecting event groundtruth. It uses the output of the low level processing modules (i.e., the fish detection, tracking an recognition) to facilitate the exploration of videos. The user-defined rules allow to retrieve fish co-occurrences of interest, in order to distill the number of videos to be inspected and labelled by users.
In the remainder of the paper, Sect. 2 reviews the mainstream approaches for event detection in human-centered applications. Section 3 describes the flowchart of our event detection system, describing in detail the components employed for fish detection, tracking and recognition, trajectory modeling and classification. Section 4 presents the user interface for video labeling, the species-specific events it targets, and their meaning for marine biologists. Sections 5 and 6, respectively, discuss the performance of our system, and the concluding remarks and ideas for future developments.
Related works
Many different event detection approaches have been proposed in literature. They can vary regarding the following points:
-Targets humans have been the typical object targeted by event detection algorithms. Depending on the kind of event that is targeted, the difficulty of the task can be relatively easy (e.g. changing speed, changing direction, chasing [10] ) or hard (e.g., a specific action, such as using an object or waving at people [11] ). Another kind of target is urban vehicles, e.g., for traffic monitoring, or for anomalous and illegal behaviour detection [12] . This kind of applications are usually easier than those involving humans, since vehicles move on constrained paths and their appearance does not change a lot. Another case study are animals. In this case, besides implying motion dynamics that differ from human ones, complications arise from the technical difficulties in filming wildlife and from the complexity of representing animal-related events [13] . -Context the two main application fields that were investigated by the research community are video-surveillance (e.g. [10, 14] ) and sports (e.g., [15, 16] ). In videosurveillance, cameras are typically stationary, and the strongest requirements concern the risk of false alarms: no one would want a bank video-surveillance system to alert the police every time something passes by the field of view of the camera. In sport, the scene's background is changing, both because of camera movements and because of scene cuts. Thus the estimation of the absolute position of players is difficult. Further, the scene switchings themselves may provide information on what happens in the match [15] . -Event recognition approach when the application domain and the kinds of event to detect are completely known, some approaches explicitly define an event in terms of combination of low-level motion properties or simple actions [10] , and apply heuristic rules [17] or finite state machines [18] . Other approaches [19, 20] apply machine learning techniques (e.g., hidden Markov models [19] or dynamic Bayesian networks [21] ) to learn typical event patterns, given the features used to describe the targets' actions (e.g., people trajectories). The former approach allows to explicitly describe the types of event of interest, thus making the detector more accurate. However, this approach can detect only the events it was instructed for, and it requires that the targeted events are defined, and definable, as a sequence of easy-to-detect sub-events. The latter approach, on the other hand, automatically learns how to recognize events of any kind (e.g., by clustering trajectories, or learning motion patterns). It has the advantage to discover unseen data patterns, thus providing results for scientists to investigate. But since the events are inferred by the algorithm, the main disadvantage is that end-users must be particularly careful when selecting the algorithms and their parameters. This condition how the approach could fit a specific context.
In this section, we will describe a few examples of stateof-the-art event detection algorithms, varying among all of the above-mentioned targets, contexts and algorithm types.
Targets
The typical target of event detection algorithms are people, since most practical applications involve the analysis of human actions, ranging from security to entertainment. However, depending on the kind of events into consideration, the way people are modeled can vary.
In some applications, the simple identification of a moving person is sufficient for the event detection purpose. In this case it consists of an analysis of trajectories to find those which match, or do not match, a learnt pattern of anomalous behaviours. This strategy also applies to vehicle behaviour analysis, and is typical of a video-surveillance application. For example, in [22] , a clustering method for trajectories is presented, which can be applied both to improve tracking performance (by predicting the position of an object at time t + 1 according to the best-matching cluster at time t) and to detect anomalous trajectories (by evaluating how frequently each cluster is matched, and by considering clusters with few elements as "anomalous"). In this approach, clusters actually represent relatively short segments of trajectories and are organized in a tree structure. Trajectories can be decomposed in segments belonging to different clusters. In Porikli et al. [20] , histograms and hidden Markov models (HMMs) based on objects' features (such as speed, color, size, aspect ratio) are used for trajectory description. This allows to integrate temporal information in the description of motion.
In other applications, the events to detect consist of specific actions performed by a human. In this case, a trajectorybased representation of the human involved is not sufficient. The single limbs may have to be detected and tracked and, even harder, matched against a known moving pattern. In [11] , the authors present a work on the detection of short events, such as picking objects or waving hands, in crowded environments. It typically involves difficulties due to interferences between humans. A spatio-temporal segmentation is performed on the video and is compared with the templates describing the events of interest. The template-matching engine is able to detect parts of event (sliced both spatially and temporally), for a more robust recognition. The main limit is that the event model is built from a single example, with no fusion mechanism implemented for defining a template from multiple samples.
Event detection in a crowd involved different approaches to analyze human behaviour. In crowd analysis, from a computer vision point of view, the techniques used for individual targets are not appropriate, since the concepts of "motion detection" and "tracking" acquire a different meaning.
Nevertheless, there are suitable techniques [23] that allow to tackle the event detection problem. For example in [24] , the authors compute the crowd optical flow and use unsupervised feature extraction to encode normal crowd behaviour. Spectral clustering is applied to find the optimal number of hidden Markov models to represent the usual motion patterns. These HMMs are then used for analyzing new crowd scenes and for detecting abnormal events.
In the context of natural and ecology studies, event detection is applied for the analysis of animal behaviour. As an example, in [13] , a three-stage framework for event detection is described. It targets hunt detection in wildlife videos. The first layer of the framework extracts low-level description and motion information from the videos, while coping with camera motion. The second layer uses a neural network for the classification of the moving blobs, and it segments the input video clip into shots. The third layer applies userdefined event inference rules (e.g. a state machine) to verify whether a sequence of shots matches a target event. Another example is the work proposed in [25] which focuses on highlevel events related to crowds of fish. It mainly addresses investigations on fish schooling characteristics. In particular, the proposed method exploits Lagrangian particle dynamics from fluid mechanics so as to consider the trajectories of fish as small particles in the fish flow.
Context
One of the most investigated context is video-surveillance, since it finds immediate use in security applications. The method proposed in [14] compares detected trajectories with a set of trajectories which are typical of intrusion patterns. It raises an alarm if a close match is found. A Gaussian mixture background model and a color-based blob tracker are used to detect and follow foreground objects. The tracker may generate more than one trajectory, because of occlusions or distinct movements of different body parts. Similar trajectories (in time and space) are merged into a single one. Then the comparison between an input trajectory and a database model is performed through a scale-and translation-invariant distance metric proposed by the authors. It also allows to quickly scan the database for possible matches. In [19] , the authors describe an anomaly-detection system, with a use case for video-surveillance in a shop. Each trajectory is modeled by a HMM, and a distance matrix between all training trajectories is built. Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) is applied to project trajectories onto a low-dimensional space. The projected vectors are then clustered using k-means. All cluster's trajectories are used to train a HMM representing the whole trajectory pattern. This method allows to both detect anomalous trajectories within the training set, and to perform online evaluation of new trajectories by computing the matching likelihood with the cluster HMMs.
Sports video clips have been one of the researchers' favourite contexts for event detection. Typically, the purpose of the existing methods is to detect salient parts of the videos (e.g. a team scoring a goal) for summarization. In some cases, this requires just a method to infer when something interesting is happening (e.g., through super-imposed graphics, camera movement, crowd views). In other cases, it is necessary to recognize the specific kinds of events of interest. In [15] , the authors propose a sport video summarization system based on the detection of interesting "plays". Given a specific sport (case studies includes baseball, American football and Japanese sumo), a set of inference rules is defined to describe an interesting play in terms of sequence of scenes. For example, in baseball a play usually starts with a pitching scene, and if after a scene cut the camera is shooting the field, then the current play continues, otherwise the current play ends. Scene cuts are detected by comparing the colour histograms of two consecutive frames. Scene types are identified using features based on field colours and their spatial distribution, and the position of players and umpires. The rule inference matching scheme can be implemented by training a hidden Markov model with ground-truth play shots. In another work [16] , the authors put particular focus on "field sports". They analyze videos in the search of features which may be an indication of interesting events, such as crowd images, audio activity, on-screen graphics, or scoreboard changes. A Support Vector Machine is then trained using the features computed from 210 events from different sports.
Event recognition approach
Given the different kinds of targets and contexts, it is extremely important to choose the best approach for describing events of interest and for matching such descriptions with the actual visual information contained in the video.
A common way to handle this task is to describe an event as a set of simple actions which can be easily recognized (e.g., an object moving in a certain direction or approaching another object, a set of speed variations). Such sets of simple actions can be recursive if necessary. In [17] , the authors use trajectory data and a priori information on the scene to define three abstraction levels in the event recognition process: i) image features (e.g., size, speed, position, distance from reference objects), ii) mobile object properties (e.g., entering a certain area, approaching reference objects or other actors), and iii) scenarios (e.g., combinations of mobile object properties). Similarly, in [10] different scenarios are modeled with "basic properties" (e.g., trajectory, speed), states (e.g., a situation involving a set of actors at a certain time, or for a certain period) and events (variations of states).
Other works describe methods for event detection which aim at being as generic as possible to address a wider scope of application context. In such cases, little or no a priori information is provided. The typical approach consists of using trajectory data (which can be represented in several ways, e.g. point sequence, histograms, hidden Markov models) and a clustering algorithm. It aims at identifying common motion patterns which can be associated to predefined events, or which can define new kinds of behaviour.
Porikli et al. [20] propose a method for the detection of unusual events based on spectral clustering. Histograms and HMMs use objects' characteristics such as speed, color, size, or aspect ratio. They serve as features for trajectory description. For each feature, an affinity matrix is built where the (i, j)th element shows how similar the ith and j th objects are, according to that feature. The affinity matrix are then decomposed using a certain number of the largest eigenvalues. After further transformations, a correlation matrix is computed. Clustering consists of grouping the elements whose results are highly correlated.
In [12] , the authors apply a grammar rule induction framework to learn event rules. A clustering approach based on [26] is used to identify simple motion patterns. Hidden Markov models are trained to model each cluster, and are used as detectors of primitive events. A grammar induction algorithm is then applied to build the set of event rules. The induction algorithm evaluates grammar according to the Minimum Description Length principle [27] .
Finally, in [28] the authors present a feature for event detection named Extended Relative Motion Histogram of Bag-of-visual-Words (ERMH-BoW). It aims at describing both the entities involved in an event and how they evolve. Instead of using raw motion distribution, which is noisy, the motion information of visual words is applied. Motion relativity histograms are adopted to handle problems caused by camera movements. Support Vector Machines using the ERMH-BoW descriptor are then trained to detect events in video clips.
To summarize, to our knowledge the literature does not contain event detection approaches working on animals in their natural environment. In fact, the mainstream approaches operate on controlled labs [29, 30] with constant light conditions and high background-object contrast. Of course these conditions greatly simplify the task of mining the recorded videos. For human behaviour recognition, the most explored methods adopt visual concepts (as a direct representation of the scene) instead of using concepts that are more sensitive to viewpoint changes, such as trajectories and silhouettes [31] . This is not necessarily true in the cases of animals. Applications usually record animal and insect behaviour (both in controlled environments and in the natural environment) with rather fixed cameras whose viewpoints do not change often. Further, the structure of animal body (that varies more than human body) worsen the performance of visual concepts with respect to indirect scene representation (e.g., trajectories, body parts) [32] .
The proposed system
The proposed system supports an event detection process organized in three main steps: (i) the detection, tracking and recognition of fish occurrences; (ii) the labeling of groundtruth video footage, on the basis of user-defined rules that retrieve potential event occurrences; (iii) the modeling of fish trajectories that allow our classification module to learn and detect the fish behaviours of interest. More specifically, the framework of our system is shown in Fig. 1 , and involves the following stages:
1. The fish detection is carried out with an approach based on background modeling. 2. The modules for fish tracking and species recognition identifies the individual fish for each species of interest. These low-level results are stored in a database. 3. User-defined rules are specified through our web user interface, on the basis of the previously stored descriptions of fish occurrences. They describe the behaviours of interest, i.e., specific co-occurrences of fish from specific species. 4. A rule-based selection of potential events is performed. It provides a set of video excerpts that are potentially valid for a ground-truth dataset. The results are submitted to user validation and labeling, which are also performed through our UI. 5. The user-labeled fish trajectories are used as a training set for the trajectory classification module. 6. Finally, the trajectory classification module, the learnt behaviour models, and the user-defined rules are used to perform the event detection.
To understand better our event detection process, we report on a use case targeting the detection of pairing behaviours for the Dascyllus Reticulatus 3 species. The user-defined rule specified that this behaviour occurrence implies that two fish from this species co-occur within a specific timespan. The ground-truth trajectories were labeled using our UI. The pairing behaviour model for that species was learnt by our HMM-based trajectory classification module. Then, when a new video is processed, if the user-defined rule holds and if fish trajectories are classified as "pairing", then this specific event is detected and provided as output.
The video processing modules shown in the flowchart are described in detail in the following sections.
Fish detection
In the digital image processing domain, motion and object detection have drawn an important attention from machine vision researchers. The most common approach to detect moving objects is based on modeling the background (i.e., the scene without objects of interest), and on assessing the difference between the frame under analysis and the modeled background. The mainstream approaches primarily deal with objects with a constrained motion (e.g., humans [33] or vehicles [34] ). They are domain dependent, they mainly concern surveillance purposes and they cannot scale up to many different scenarios. Further, they demonstrated their limitations when dealing with noisy environments such as underwater environments [35] .
Real-life underwater footage typically shows a combination of effects that make the task of object detection extremely difficult and challenging. First of all, the video quality is relatively low. This is due to technical difficulties in the communication between the underwater camera and the storage and processing servers, which limit the maximum network bandwidth. This limits the resolution and frame rate of the videos, thus causing a loss of details which could have improved the image processing. Secondly, the underwater scenes themselves are not easily modeled because of murky water, sudden lighting variations, background movement (e.g., algae), or periodic and multimodal background.
Porikli et al. [35] compared different detection algorithms under conditions that are similar to underwater conditions, but with humans as the main target. This comparative analysis shows that specific algorithms perform better under these conditions. These algorithms model the background with either (i) a mixture of probability density function (PDF) models [34, 36, 37] ; (ii) a frequency transform to catch temporal color variation of background pixels [38] ; or (iii) intrinsic images [39] given as the temporal median of the frames' reflectance component (which is assumed to be light invariant).
Recently, a simple and powerful approach in [40] models the background pixels with a set of neighborhood samples, instead of with an explicit pixel model. It was applied to different scenarios and showed promising results. But it performs well only when a limited number of effects occur in the scene. For instance, the Wave-Back algorithm [41] has good performance with repetitive scenes and with low-contrast colors, but not with erratic object movements and sudden lighting transitions. Regarding models based on a mixture of probability density function, they are able to model multimodal backgrounds, but they ignore the temporal correlation of color values.
To overcome the limitations of these detection approaches, we adopted Adaboost for its generalization capability [42] . The training process in Adaboost consists of building a binary classifier by using a set of weak classifiers:
where X is the training data, c t : X → [0, 1] is a weak classifier and α t is the weight of the classifier c t so that T t=1 α t = 1. At each training step, Adaboost chooses the best classifiers, i.e. the ones that minimize the error criterion [42] :
with D i being the error distribution, and y i ∈ [0, 1] being the output of the classifier c t at the ith iteration. According to the previous considerations, we used six background subtraction approaches as weak classifiers, namely: adaptive Gaussian mixture model (AGMM) [36] , adaptive Poisson mixture model (APMM) [34] , intrinsic model (IM) [39] , Wave-Back (WB) [41] , Codebook [43] and Vibe [40] . Moreover, to improve the overall performance of our fish detector, we added a side processing level which assesses the probability that a detected object is effectively a fish. We called that probability the detection certainty, as in the user interface of the Fig.RuleParam . To do so we exploit general and specific features of real-world objects [44] . In particular, we use "objectness" [45] and perceptual organization [46] to estimate general properties of real-world fish such as convexity, symmetry, well-defined boundary, visual contrast and cohesiveness. The features are given as input to a naive Bayes classifier, which is trained to distinguish objects of interest from false positives.
The detailed performance analysis of our fish detection system is given in Sect. 5.
Fish recognition

Feature extraction
Two pre-processing procedures are undertaken to improve the recognition rate. Firstly, the Grabcut algorithm [47] is employed to segment fish from the background, and to produce a binary mask. Secondly, we propose a preprocessing based on a streamline hypothesis to identify fish tails. We use the assumption that fish tails have an abrupt shape because fish need a frictional tail (caudal fin) to swim and to keep balance. To identify fish tails, we smooth the fish boundary with a Gaussian filter to eliminate noise, and we calculate the curvature of each boundary pixel following [48, 49] :
where y(u) . However, the pixel curvature is sensitive to local corners and we normalize it using the logarithm function:
The fish boundary coordinates are weighted by their local curvature. The tail orientation is estimated by using the vector from the center of mask to the curvature-weighted center. A typical fish orientation procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Finally, every fish image is divided into four parts (head, tail, top, bottom) according to the relative positions from the fish center.
This method achieved a stable accuracy (95 %) when identifying the tail side in 1,000 hand-labeled images. This curvature orientation method selects the relative curvature center which is invariant to contour scale changes.
After this preprocessing, 66 types of feature are extracted. They are a combination of color, shape and texture properties of the four parts of the fish (tail, head, top, bottom) and of the whole fish. We use normalized color histogram in the Red&Green channel and the Hue component in HSV color space. These color features are normalized to minimize the effect of illumination changes. We recompute the range of every bin according to the average distribution over all samples, and map them into a 11-bin histogram to take full advantage of all bins, as shown below:
where B j , j ∈ {1, . . . , 50} is the original color histogram bin, B j , j ∈ {1, . . . , 50} is the averaged histogram over all samples and B i , i ∈ {1, . . . , 11} is the recomputed bin.
To describe the fish texture, we calculate the co-occurrence matrix, the Fourier descriptor and the Gabor filter. The grey level co-occurrence matrices describe the co-occurrence frequency of two grey scale pixels at a given distance d [50] :
The frequency is calculated for several orientations λ. We compute contrast, correlation, energy, entropy, homogeneity, variance, inverse difference moment, cluster shade, cluster prominence, max probability, auto correlation, dissimilarity. These 12 features are useful as they are the first selected features by the feature selection procedure. Histogram of oriented gradients and moment Invariants, as well as Affine Moment Invariants, are employed as the shape features. Furthermore, some specific features like tail/head area ratio, tail/body area ratio, etc. are also included. All features are z-score normalized by subtracting the mean, and divided by the standard deviation.
Classification
We use a hierarchical classification tree based on SVM, which achieves better performance on similar classes. First, a one-vs-one strategy with a voting mechanism is introduced to convert the binary SVM into a multi-class classifier [51] . Each class is trained in a set of binary classifiers against each other class. A sequential forward feature selection algorithm is applied by each classifier to select the best subset of discriminative features at that node in the hierarchy. Finally, the hierarchical classifier is a taxonomy tree, constructed according to the fish species taxonomy. This tree is pre-defined. It reflects the homologous similarity between species as defined by the biologists. Considering the species currently addressed, this tree splits all classes into five groups at the first level according to their family synapomorphy characteristics. It leaves a few similar species to deeper layers in the tree, where a customized classifier is applicable.
Fish tracking for trajectory extraction
After fish detection and recognition, the next step consists of following them in a video across consecutive frames. This task is commonly called "object tracking". A tracking algorithm aims at recognizing that two regions in two different frames represent the same fish. This comparison is performed by: (i) motion analysis, e.g., two occurrences of a single fish in a two consecutive frames must be consistent with their position, speed and direction; and (ii) appearance analysis, e.g., features like shape, colour, size, or textures must be similar for two occurrences of a single fish in a two consecutive frames. In the underwater environment, this task proves to be much harder than in typical tracking applications involving humans. Beyond all the aspects that may affect fish detection performance (e.g., murky water, sudden lighting variations or background movement), the main challenge of fish tracking lies in the nature of the targets themselves, i.e., fish. Their appearance is subject to sensible changes across a video, due to the flexibility of fish bodies and to changes in light conditions. Their typical erratic motion makes their direction less predictable, especially in videos with low frame rate. Moreover, the partial or total overlap of two fish (occlusions) is very frequent. It requires the tracker to cope with the temporary "loss" of a fish and the re-identification when the fish appears again.
To tackle these problems, we developed an algorithm specifically designed for tracking fish in unconstrained underwater environments [6, 9] . It is based on a covariance representation of fish features [52] . This approach models fish as the covariance matrices of a set of features that uses each pixel belonging to the object's region. This representation allows to embody both the spatial and statistical properties. Unlikely, histogram representations disregard the structural arrangement of pixels, and appearance models ignore statistical properties.
In detail, for each fish detected in a frame, the corresponding covariance matrix is computed by the following procedure. First a feature vector is built for each pixel. It consist of the pixel coordinates, the RGB and hue values and the mean and standard deviation of the histogram of a 5 × 5 window containing the target pixel. Then the covariance matrix, modeling the fish, is computed from this feature vector and associated to the detected fish. Afterwards the covariance matrix is used to compare the currently tracked fish, in order to decide which ones resemble the most.
The achieved results [6] show that the proposed algorithm can accurately track a fish even when it is temporarily hidden or when similar fish are present in the scene. However, the accuracy of the algorithm is strongly linked to the accuracy of the detection algorithm. This is because the fish tracking assumes that all and only moving objects are provided by the fish detection and its underlying motion algorithm. For this reason, tracking may fail because of detection inaccuracy.
Fish trajectory classification
Candidate events can be preliminarily detected by userdefined rules. For instance, rules can retrieve isolated fish occurrences (solitary behaviour), co-occurrences of fish from the same species (pairing or schooling behaviour) or from different species (feeding behaviour). However, in most cases rule criteria are not enough to reliably detect the presence of an event. For this reason, we couple the rule-based detection system with a trajectory classifier. This aims at filtering out false positives amongst event candidates provided by the rules.
We based our approach on the idea that, for a given type of event, it is possible to capture a common motion pattern in the trajectories of the fish involved in these particular events. This especially apply to events involving fish to fish interactions (e.g., solitary or pairing behaviours). In the training stage, the common motion patterns are extracted from the groundtruth events labeled by users (see Sect. 4). They are then are encoded into the classifier. Finally, in the event detection phase, the motion patterns are used to verify whether the candidate trajectories match the learnt patterns or not.
To choose the type of classifier that suits our purposes, a central problem is to find an appropriate form of trajectory representation. The typical point-sequence representation contains all the information describing the movement of an object, but is often difficult to work with. This is because the comparison of trajectories with varying length requires a normalization of the number of points, with the risk of overor under-sampling. Moreover, it is difficult to represent a generic motion pattern as a sequence of points. Histograms of features such as position, speed, orientation (e.g. [20] ) could also be employed to describe trajectories. But it loses all temporal information, which is an essential part of the pattern recognition process. On the contrary, hidden Markov models (HMMs) can intrinsically encode spatio-temporal sequences of data. They also support intuitive algorithms to generate sample trajectories and to check if an input trajectory matches the learnt pattern. They are often used in the description of trajectories and trajectory clusters and patterns.
A hidden Markov model is a stochastic model describing a Markovian process where the states are not directly observable, contrary to a regular Markov chain. The estimation of the current state is then performed by analyzing the systems output variables, which depend on the current state. Assuming discrete output variables, each state has a probability distribution over the values these variables can assume. Hence by analyzing the output sequences it is possible to obtain the information necessary for the estimation of the state sequence. HMMs can be trained from output sequences, making them especially applicable to temporal pattern recognition [53] . The parameters of an n-state HMM with m discrete output variables are: -Prior distribution π : probability for the initialization of the HMM's first state. -State transition probabilities A: an n × n matrix whose a i, j element is the probability of going from state i to state j. -Emission distributions B: an n × m matrix whose b i, j element is the probability that, in state i, the output token will be j.
The set of the three model matrices is typically referred to as λ. The structure and the dimensions of these matrices can vary if there are multiple output variables, or if the distribution is continuous as it is the case for this work. A description of continuous-output HMMs using mixtures of Gaussians is presented in [53] . In this context, we extend each trajectory T = {(x 0 , y 0 ), (x 1 , y 1 ) , . . . , (x n , y n )} (i.e. the sequence of centroid coordinates provided by the tracking algorithm) to a vector T ext = { (x 0 , y 0 , v 0 , θ 0 ), (x 1 , y 1 , v 1 , θ 1 ), . . . ,(x n , y n , v n , θ n ) }, where v i and θ i represent, respectively, the speed and the orientation variations with respect to the previous point.
During the training stage, for each fish species and for each event type that we take into consideration, all corresponding ground-truth trajectories are used to train a hidden Markov model. Our HMMs are then used to verify whether a given trajectory matches a specific event.
Once all classifiers have been trained, they need to be integrated into the event detection framework. The integration is performed in two separate ways, depending on the kind of events:
-Solitary event: given the trajectory of a fish which appears to be spatially isolated from the other ones (according to a user-defined rule), a solitary behaviour event is detected if the likelihood that the trajectory would be generated by the "solitary" HMM for that species is higher than a specified threshold. -Pairing event: given the trajectories of two fish from the same species which appear to be following each other for a long enough time (according to a user-defined rule), a pairing behaviour event is detected if the likelihood that both trajectories would be generated by the "pairing" HMM for that species is higher than a specified threshold.
These procedures allow to integrate the HMM classifiers with the rule-based system that selects trajectories representing possible events. In Sect. 5 we show the parameters used in the training and testing phases, and we evaluate the system performance w.r.t. the ground-truth events.
Event detection
The event detection modules operate on the outputs of the previous modules. It employs simple rules combining the user-defined rules (defined during the event labeling process) and the result of trajectory classification. We currently implemented the detection of solitary end pairing events, with rules of the following form: -Solitary events: IF a fish is of species X and does not co-occur with any fish within a timespan of T and during at least F frames, and IF its trajectory is classified as solitary THEN a Solitary Event for Fish Species X is identified. For a given event, several rules can be defined by users (or by the same user). In this case, we select the rule with the highest number of labeled video excerpts. Table 1 shows some of the rules used for event detection, where B stands for behaviour type, N for the number of co-occurrences of fish from the same species, S for fish species, F for the number of frames in which fish co-occur, and T for timespan.
Dascyllus reticulatus
Intelligent user interface for video labeling
The collection of training datasets is a tedious and timeconsuming task. It involves filtering, browsing and watching numerous videos. Further, identifying meaningful events necessitates an understanding of the domain-specific interests of end-users. For instance, groups of fish can gather for reproduction activities or for feeding activities, depending on the species.
Our user interface addresses both of these concerns, i.e., (i) reducing the effort needed to collect training datasets, and (ii) handling the specification of meaningful events.
We based the specification of meaningful events on the user study conducted for the Fish4Knowledge project. 4 Endusers expressed interest in fish interactions related to demographics, reproduction, feeding, and environmental conditions. They elicited ten species that are the most interesting to study because their behaviours are representative of the ecosystem conditions. We derived the specific fish behaviours of interests on the basis of descriptions of the ten species provided by end-users and by the FishBase project. 5 In this 
Amphiprion clarkii Unknown Breeding
Siganus fuscescens Abnormal Unknown paper we investigate pairing and solitary behaviours, as they address biologists' interests in demographics, reproduction, feeding, and environmental conditions. The meaning of pairing and solitary events depend on the species involved, and the Table 2 summarizes their interpretation.
To reduce the effort needed for collecting training datasets, we designed a rule-based interface. It helps targeting meaningful events by supporting user-defined specification of fish co-occurrences to retrieve. Users can define the rule parameters that target specific species, number of fish, delay between fish and duration of co-occurrences. They can also apply specific sampling methods by randomizing the ordering of the retrieved samples, by selecting the time periods to sample, and by specifying the number of samples needed. In particular, the UI achieves the following points: -The effort needed to define the rule parameters is reduced to a limited number of form inputs to fill in, and user inputs are integrated in human-understandable sentences. -The rule supports sufficient flexibility to address the set of events of interests from Table 2 .
The user interface functionalities support (i) the retrieval of video excerpts that display the co-occurrences of interest, and (ii) the manual selection of video excerpts that are suitable for the training dataset. It organizes the dataset collection task in three steps:
1. Define the rule, and the sampling method.
Users are supported with two simple rules, and a set of parameters they can modify. The most important rule supports the retrieval of solitary fish and pairing fish. It covers most of the events of interest from Table 2 . An additional rule can be used to retrieve co-occurrences of fish from two specific species. For instance, this rule can be used to analyze the interactions of juvenile Acanthurus Nigrofuscus with other species. Figure 3 shows how our user interface supports the specification of rule parameters. 2. Manually select valid video samples.
Users are provided with a list of video samples that satisfy the rule they defined. Users can watch the video samples. If a sample is a good example of the event of interest, users can click on the sample to include it in the training dataset. The Fig. 4 shows a selected and a discarded video sample in our user interface. 3. Store the training dataset.
After selecting a set of training video samples, users can label the training dataset and describe what event detection it supports. The Fig. 5 gives an example of a label for a training dataset. When storing the dataset, the system saves the rule parameters and all the video samples it retrieved: the manually selected samples, flagged as valid samples, and the discarded samples.
Experimental results
The proposed system consists of different modules integrated together. Therefore the overall performance depends on the performance of each low level processing module.
Fish detection and tracking
For the evaluation of the detection and tracking modules, we used eight videos (of ten minutes each) of the Fish4Knowledge repository. The videos had resolutions of 320 × 240, a 24-bit color depth, and a frame rate of 5 f ps. The videos were selected for their specific features that allow to test the effectiveness of the fish detection under the following conditions: multimodal background, sudden illumination changes, high water turbidity, background objects, low contrast and camouflage phenomena. The ground-truth was manually labeled using the tool described in [54] and contained a total of 31,221 detections, corresponding to 2,113 different fish (a fish may have more than one detection). The performance evaluation of the detection algorithms was carried out both at object level, to test the effectiveness of fish objects detection, and at pixel level, to test their capabilities to preserve objects' shape. As described in Sect. 3.2, we used six different object detection algorithms, namely: adaptive Gaussian mixture model (AGMM) [36] , adaptive Poisson mixture model (APMM) [34] , intrinsic model (IM) [39] , Wave-Back (WB) [41] , Codebook [43] and Vibe [40] . They were then used as weak classifiers in the Adaboost approach. The achieved performance, both at object level and at pixel level, are reported in terms of ROC Fig. 4 Users can select valid video samples (e.g., the video on the right is selected) and discard the others In these figures, the x axis represents the false alarm rate (FAR), and the y axis represents the detection rate (DR), defined as:
F AR = N F P N T P + N F P (8) where N T P , N F P and N F N are, respectively, the number of true positives, false positives and false negatives. For the evaluation at the object-level, these values refer to the whole objects (divided in foreground and background objects), whereas at a pixel-level they refer to the pixels belonging to a fish and the pixels belonging to the background. The same ground-truth dataset was used to test the tracking performance. The performance of our algorithm was compared with the ones achieved, respectively, by the CONDENSATION [55] (based on particle filter), and by the CAMSHIFT (which was previously tested on underwater domain [4] ). To assess the ground-truth-vs-algorithm comparison, we adopted the following metrics, defined in [6] . They describe the performance of a tracking algorithm both globally, i.e., at the trajectory level, and locally, i.e., at the single tracking decision level. an association between a fish at frame t 1 and a fish at frame t 2 , where t 1 < t 2 ; such tracking decision is correct if it corresponds to the actual association, as provided by the ground-truth. The correct decision rate is the percentage of correct tracking decisions, and gives an indication on how well the algorithm performs in following an object, which is not necessarily implied by the average trajectory matching (see Fig. 8 ). Table 3 shows the results obtained by the covariance tracking algorithm compared to the ones achieved by CAMSHIFT and CONDENSATION, using the above-described metrics. Our tracking approach outperforms two of the most common and powerful state-of-the-art approaches. It shows a high absolute accuracy, being able to correctly identify more than 90 % of unique objects with a very high degree of correspondence to the ground-truth trajectories.
Fish recognition
The fish recognition modules were tested on 3,179 fish images. We used more images than for the detection of ground-truth, as we needed a sufficient number of images for each fish species. We used a sixfold cross validation procedure. The training and testing sets were isolated, so that Fig. 8 The difference between the trajectory matching score and the correct decision rate. a Shows two ground-truth trajectories of two fish, whereas the other two images represent two examples of tracking output. b Although the tracker fails at each tracking decision the trajectory matching score is 50 %, whereas the correct decision rate is 0. Contrarily, in c the tracker fails only in one step and the trajectory matching score is 50 % (as the previous case) whereas the correct decision rate is 80 % (4 correct associations out of 5) fish images from the same trajectory sequence were not used during both training and testing. Sequential forward feature selection was applied at each node. Then we trained a customized classifier at each node for specific classes. For the hierarchical tree, we used the prior knowledge of the fish taxonomy system (shown in Fig. 9 ) which has a similar tree structure. This tree splits all classes into five groups at the first level, according to their family synapomorphies. It leaves a few similar species to deeper layers, where a customized classifier is applicable. We compared the hierarchical classification (average recall: 90.30 %) against the flat SVM classifier (average recall: 86.32 %). The taxonomy tree controls the maximum depth and keeps balanced (Table 4) . Table 5 shows the average recall for each fish species, over six cross validations. 
Fish trajectory classification
For each event type and fish species shown in Table 6 , we trained a hidden Markov model specialized in the recognition of the trajectory patterns. Each HMM was trained using the Baum-Welch algorithm, and the number of states and output mixtures were both set to four. Table 6 shows the number of ground-truth trajectories labeled for each of the considered events of interest. Interestingly, we did not collect a ground-truth for all fish species and for all behaviour types. This is either because some behaviours were not significant for marine biologists, because we did not detect and recognize any fish of some specific species, or because the number of detections was not sufficient to train HMM.
For each HMM, 70 % of the corresponding events were used for training and 30 % for testing. In total the trajectories classification module was trained on 947 trajectories and tested on the remaining 406 trajectories. Table 7 shows the classification performance of each single HMM, in terms of detection rate (DR) and false alarm rate (FAR) given in percentage.
Interestingly, our HMM-based trajectory classification module reached on average a DR of about 80 %, and a F AR of 24 %. In some cases, the number of false positives was relevant (e.g for DR_S about 35 %), but they were then reduced when the trajectory classification was integrated with the user-defined rules.
Event detection
Our trajectory-based event detection system was trained on 1,068 events and tested on 499 events, divided in 320 events of interest and 179 events of no interest. The events of interest are the ones shown in Table 6 . The performance evaluation of the event detection was assessed using normalized detection cost (NDC) [1, 56] , defined as a weighted linear combination of missed detection (MD) and false alarm (FA) probabilities. The NDC for a specific event is given by:
with P MD = N MD N T , and P FA = N FA N T that are, respectively, the missed detection and false alarm probabilities. N E , N T , N MD , N FA are, respectively, the number of the specific event instances, the total numbers of events, missed detections and false alarms. P T is the a priori rate of event instances E. C MD and C FA are, respectively, the costs of MD and FA. We set C MD and C FA , respectively, to 10 and 15 to keep false alarms and missed detections balanced, as a high number of false alarms might affect fish behaviour analysis, but at the same time we do not want to miss important events. The NDC was computed for all the species-related events of Table 6 , and the results are reported in Table 8 .
The achieved results highlight how our system performs quite well in detecting fish behaviour events. These results show that the system performance is comparable to those of by state-of-the-art approaches performing on much simpler events [1, 9] .
Concluding remarks
Understanding fish behaviour is of key importance for marine biologists that study the underwater environment and the related climate conditions. However, in the recent past the investigation of the marine ecosystems was partial and limited because of the difficulty of collecting useful data. In particular the mainstream techniques influence the environment under observation (e.g., the intrusion of divers).
In this context, the use of embedded cameras simplifies the collection of relevant data for studying fish populations and behaviours, while limiting the intrusive effects. But it is not feasible for a human operator to manually analyze the enormous amount of recorded data. To address both the needs for (i) an automatization of the video processing, and for (ii) a reduction of the effort involved in manual inspection of video, we propose in this paper a rule-based event detection system able to identify specific behaviours of the most common species in the Taiwanese coral reef. Table 8 Evaluation results for the events shown in Table 6 E N E N T MD FA P MD P FA P T NDC
To the best of our knowledge, our event detection system represents one of the first attempts in recognizing animal behaviours in the underwater domain. It also contributes to the event detection research field by providing information on which approach and algorithm might work better in crowded and complex domains such as the one we are dealing with. The achieved results for the fish detection, tracking, recognition and trajectory classification and event detection are promising, especially considering the difficulties of underwater environment. Although the system fails in some cases, it allows marine biologists to study fish behaviour more reliably and faster than with the approaches traditionally employed in marine biology.
At the moment we detect only two types of behaviour for the most seen species. As future work, we plan to extend the proposed approach to social behaviours and interactions between fish (e.g., feeding, predator-prey, territorial, reproduction, nursing). We also target events involving more than two fish, e.g. schools of fish, and fish-background interactions (e.g., biting on coral). The case of the interaction between fish involves the effective modeling a set of trajectories, as opposed to the approach proposed here where trajectories are considered individually (i.e. not influenced by other fish). And the case of fish-background interactions involves the description and identification of background regions through a powerful scene segmentation approach. 
